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Properties of innovation hubs

Think about a school that would be a good innovation hub. Tell me 
about its characteristics.

• Post-it – individual

• Share – categorise and consolidate

• Prioritise

• Compare



Contributions of incubation hubs

Think about the kind of things that an innovation hub could do. 

• Possible

• Not possible (don’t ask us to do that!)



What is a 

Big Idea that 

matters right 

now?
Complexity



“I think the next [21st] century will 
be the century of complexity. ”

Stephen Hawking 



Active

Enemy – Protector – YOU

Enemy – Protector (YOU) – Enemy



Boyds

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QOGCSBh3kmM



Boyds



What does complex mean?



Plexus

Source:pixabay



The clockwork universe

“Assume an intelligence that at a given moment knows all forces that 
inanimate nature as well as the momentary position of all things of which 
the universe consists, and further that is is sufficiently powerful to perform 
a calculation based on these data. It would then include in the same 
formulation the motions of the largest bodies in the universe and those of 
the smallest atoms. To it, nothing would be uncertain. Both future and 
past would be present before its eyes.”

Pierre-Simon Marquis de Laplace
Treatise on celestial mechanics (1799)

Image source: https://simple.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pierre-

Simon_Laplace#/media/File:Pierre-Simon_Laplace.jpg



Complicated vs. complex system

• A car is a complicated system
• An ensemble of cars travelling down a highway is 

a complex system

• A jumbo jet is a complicated system
• The stock exchange is a complex system

• Three planets interacting is a complex system (the 
3-body problem)



Reductionism 101

In (Western) modern science, the prevailing approach 
of positivism has three basic premises: 

1. division between object and subject, 

2. causality and determinism

3. reductionism

Division 
between object 
and subject

Causality Reductionism



But what if the connections mattered?
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Division 
between object 
and subject

Causality Reductionism

+d



From: Jeffrey Goldstein, International Social Innovation Research Conference, September 2009 

Some history

Complexity

sciences



Reductionism: elementary constituents (bricks)

Complexity: emergent structures (architecture)

the human brain

economy, markets

animal flocks

traffic

intracellular systems:
gene regulation, 
protein interactions

social networks

What is complex?

Source: Guido Caldarelli INFM



EMERGENT

PROPERTIES

Co-evolution
& Emergence
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Genetic algorithms: Idealab



The Subak Water Temples



Opportunities offered by complexity

• Systems literacy

• Embedded in a rich context

• Intuitively accessible –

with intellectual running room

oInsight

oAction

oEthics

oOpportunity
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Source: pixabay

Interdependent and interconnected 

14C French Peasant => today!



Creating a better 
and more peaceful world 
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Source: NZCER Kick starts
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wasp larvae spiders

aphids
white

fly

tomatoes

birds

beetles

snails

beans

caterpillars

Describe two things that might happen if a gardener 
sprayed to kill the white fly and aphids 
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wasp 

larvae
spiders

aphids
white

fly

tomatoes

birds

beetles

snails

beans

caterpillars

Spider – won't have the aphids or 
whiteflies to eat so will either die 
or prey heavily on wasps. Wasps –
will either have no spiders eating 
them (because they died from lack 
of aphids/whiteflies) or will be 
eaten a lot more



“It depends” thinking

• There isn’t always a simple right answer 
(but that doesn’t mean that ‘anything 
goes’)

• Open-mindedness and resilience are 
important dispositions to develop (in our 
experience ‘quick bright’ students can 
find this unsettling at first)



The opportunities within the holistic threads running 
through IB programmes…our tools to go ‘beyond’
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Where would you find opportunities to invite thinking 
around complexity in these elements of an IB Education?



How are we thinking about this?…

Here is one example from Geography



Geography

2017
Geography 2017

 

 
 

 
Graphic b) Geography concepts as proposed in the third development meeting 
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2017 Diploma Programme Geography 

SL and HL Curriculum First teaching September 2017

Part One

Two options 

are studied 

at SL, and 

three at HL

Geographic themes – Paper 1

• A Freshwater - drainage basins                                                                     

 B     Oceans and coasts

 C     Extreme environments

 D    Geophysical hazards 

 E     Leisure, sport and tourism

 F     Food and health 

 G    Urban environments

Part Two

SL and HL 

Core

Geographic perspectives – global change

Paper 2 – new Section B Infographic or visual stimulus

Part Two 

HL Core

Extension

Geographic perspectives – global interactions

HL Examination Paper 3 taken directly after the Paper 2 session

Internal 

assessment

SL and HL

Fieldwork 

Fieldwork leading to one written report based on a fieldwork question, 

information collection and analysis with evaluation.



A conceptual and 
contextual approach 
to DP geography



Geographic concepts 
for the 2017 geography
DP course 

 

 
 

 
Graphic b) Geography concepts as proposed in the third development meeting 
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Concepts for
DP geography
2017

The opportunity to have concepts in 
the foreground of the curriculum topics 
will allow for more transparent 
assessments where candidates are 
required to discuss or evaluate in a 
way that shows conceptual insight.

Power is the ability to influence and affect
change or equilibrium. Power is vested
in citizens, governments, institutions and
other players, and in the natural world in
processes. Equity and security, both
environmental and economic can be
gained or lost as a result of the
interaction of powerful forces.

Possibilities are the alternative events,
futures and outcomes that geographers
can model, project or predict with varying
degrees of certainty. Key 21st century
questions include the degree to which
human and environmental systems are
sustainable and resilient, can adapt or
change.

Places can be identified at a variety of scales,
from local territories or locations to the national
or state level. Places can be compared
according to their cultural or physical diversity,
or disparities in wealth or resource
endowment. The characteristics of a place may
be real or perceived and spatial interactions
between places can be considered

Processes are human or physical
mechanisms of change, such as migration or
weathering. They operate on varying
timescales. Linear or circular systems are an
outcome of the way processes operate.

 

 
 

 
Graphic b) Geography concepts as proposed in the third development meeting 
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How to go forward from here?
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 How does complexity connect to you and your

current priorities?

 Does your school have the characteristics of

an innovation hub?

 Would you like to be involved in the current

hub on complexity?




